
The attorneys at Jones Kelleher have achieved national 
recognition for their handling of some of the most complex, 
high-stakes and historic personal injury cases in New 
England. The team of lawyers has established a long history 
of achieving multimillion dollar recoveries in sophisticated 
general liability and medical malpractice cases for its clients.

In January 2014, the Cooley Manion Jones LLP personal injury 
practice group became Jones Kelleher LLP. The name changed, 
but the legal team and its commitment to excellence remain 
the same. These accomplished lawyers, including Patrick Jones, 
Donna Corcoran, Tim Kelleher, Rob DeLello, Ralph Liguori, 
Richard Paterniti, Audrey Poore and Erin Thurston, represent 
over 140 years of combined experience over a broad spectrum of 
high-end catastrophic personal injury and medical malpractice 
matters. The attorneys at Jones Kelleher have built a legal 
practice that has become a recognized leader in New England. 
“The reach and success of our practice is a testament to our 
depth of experience and access to resources,” explains partner 
DeLello. “We ensure that every case is properly prepared for 
trial by a hand-selected team, leading to significant results for 
our clients.” Adds partner Corcoran, “We’re able to anticipate 
and prepare for any situation that may impact our clients. We 
continue to provide the same level of commitment to our clients 
as we have for three decades.”

Jones Kelleher attorneys have also been recognized individually 
in publications such as Super Lawyers Magazine and The Best 
Lawyers in America for their result-oriented advocacy. The 
team of attorneys includes members and leaders of prominent 
legal organizations: Pat Jones is a Past-President of the 
Massachusetts Academy of Trial Attorneys (MATA) and the 
Rhode Island Association for Justice (RIAJ). Tim Kelleher is also 
a Past-President of MATA. “The stability of our team over the 
past 30 years is a benchmark of the commitment we share for 
each other and for our clients,” explains partner Jones. “We are 
proud to continue that tradition as Jones Kelleher LLP.”

Building on their commitment to improving lives, the 
attorneys are actively involved in charity work, contributing 
to many academic institutions and nonprofit organizations. 
Attorneys also participate in continuing legal education 
programs and lecture at local law schools and colleges.
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*CHOSEN TO 2014 SUPER LAWYERS

LEFT TO RIGHT: Ralph R. Liguori*, Robert A. DeLello*, Donna R. Corcoran* Top 50 Massachusetts Women, 
Timothy C. Kelleher III*, Patrick T. Jones* Top 10 Massachusetts, Top 100 New England, Erin K. Thurston, 
Richard W. Paterniti*, Audrey R. Poore
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